ABSTRACT. Let 
functions
in the variable t with coefficients in F, The field F(t) may be embedded in the field K of formal series p(t)/q(t) with \a -(p(t)/q(t))\ < \q(t)\~2"e.
Denote the (formal) derivative of an element a £ K by a , and denote the higher derivatives by cv ' = a , ot> '.
Theorem. Suppose a £ K satisfies a differential equation
(2) jSma^) + ... + ;81a' + i30a + y=0, where f3 p 0, fi _ j, . . . , /3", y are elements of K and are algebraic over
Then for any ( > 0, at most finitely many rational functions p(t)/q(t) satisfy (3) \a-(p(t)/q(t))\<\q(t)\-2-4m~e. X.,...,X, is a basis of L over F(t), then in view of (2) the functions X.
( order. Therefore a rational solution of (14) has no pole at tQ, and is thus a power series in / -t0-The rational solutions of (14) form a subspace of the space of power series solutions. This subspace has a dimension N with 0 < N < 2m. Our Lemma is proved.
In particular, the denominators of the rational solutions of (13) have bounded degrees. So (3) has no solution with large |ry(/)|.
To finish the proof of the theorem it suffices to remark that for every given value of |<7(/)|, there is at most one solution p(t)/q(t) of (3). For if p,(t)/q-y(t) 4 p2^/tf2(') with l^jO)! = |tf2^l both satisfied (3), we would have the impossible relation J_ Jgl^^-^lWl P2(t)_PlU) ,^-2-Am-e \qi(t)\2 ~ ' \q;(t)q2(t)\ ' q2(t) qi(t) l?1 '
